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The Law of Assembly in the People's Republic of China:
Implications of the Retreat to Formal Legalism for the Legislative
Process in China
MARK FINDLAY* AND THOMAS CHIU CHOR-WING**
The following discussion uses the recent statutory initiatives for the control
of public assemblies as a vehicle for identifying the political utility of recourse
to legalism in contemporary China. The paper also examines unique
structural adaptations to a legislative process under the pressure of popular
dissent.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL DISCOURSE OF FREE SPEECH IN THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Article 87 of the first constitution of the People's Republic of China (1954)
stipulated that 'Citizens of the People's Republic of China enjoy freedom of
speech, of the press, of assembly, of procession and of demonstration. The
state should provide material convenience (facilities) so as to ensure a citizen's
enjoyment of these freedoms.'
This differs from most general constitutional platitudes regarding free
speech, in two important ways:
(i) demonstrations and processions are identified specifically as legitimate
mechanisms through which this constitutional right may be exercised. The
logical consequence of this is the constitutional recognition of the right of free
speech exercised in collective as well as individual forms;
(ii) the state is enjoined to facilitate the citizen's exercise of free speech by the
provision of material support for its individual or collective exercise.
Enacted after what the introduction refers to as 'China's first great cultural
revolution', the 1978 constitution gives greater particularity to the practice of
free speech. Within the section entitled 'The fundamental rights and duties of
citizens', article 45 refers to the citizen's enjoyment of 'freedom of speech,
association, procession, demonstration and the right to strike', and notes their
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right to 'speak out freely, air their views fully, hold great debates and write big
character posters.'
The authors of the latest version of the Republic's constitution (1982),
perhaps with memories of the state-orchestrated excesses of the cultural
revolution even then fresh in their minds, have watered down somewhat the
comparable provision (article 35): 'Citizens of the People's Republic of China
enjoy freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association, of
procession and of demonstration.' Still the potentially collective and public
manifestation of the right is clearly emphasized.
Interestingly also, in the 1982 constitution the article which was newly
included and made pre-eminent to that enshrining free speech, referred for the
first time to obligations imposed under the rule of law. '. . .All citizens of the
PRC are equal before the law. Every citizen enjoys the rights, and at the same
time must perform the duties prescribed by the constitittion and the law.'
Which obligation might prevail in the case where a conflict between the two
might arise, is not directly addressed in this document.
ASSEMBLIES LEGISLATION
The draft of the law of the People's Republic of China (PRC), concerning
assemblies, processions, and demonstrations (hereafter referred to as 'the
draft') was settled by the Standing Committee of the eighth plenary session of
the seventh National People's Congress (NPC), on the 6 July 1989. Following
this formal publication the draft was circulated amongst organizations and
interested citizens throughout China, for discussion. Such a consultative
phase is a regular feature of the legislative process in China (see table).
Whatever its socio-political significance, this period of public debate usually
has little effect on laws in their final form. Substantial revisions of draft laws
through their bill stages are not a feature of PRC law making. In this instance
the feedback generated on the draft was collected by the legal system working
committee of the NPC Standing Committee, up until 10 August of that year.'
The revised draft was tabled for discussion and approval before the tenth
plenary session of the seventh NPC Standing Committee held in Beijing
towards the end of October 1989. The offical law of the PRC on assembly,
procession and demonstration, (hereafter referred to as 'the law of assembly')
was promulgated on 31 October 1989, with immediate effect from that date.
The speed with which this legislative transition was achieved might indicate
the urgent necessity felt by the Chinese government to redirect the regulation
of public/collective protest, on a national level, into the realm of formal
legality. How urgent can be understood when one realizes that the transition
from draft to law only just fulfilled the requirement that 'a draft of any piece of
legislation has to be examined and studied by the Standing Committee of the
NPC for the minimum of two meeting sessions'. 2
The novelty of this legislative exercise was not limited to its speed or, as we
discuss later, its extensive revision. The scope of the invitation for nationwide
Table I
LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE: NATIONAL PEOPLE'S CONGRESS [NPC]
(T. Chiu, I. Dobinson & M. Findlay, Legal Systems of the PRC (1991) p. 59)
discussions prior to its promulgation has been matched only by the practice
which preceded the fifth revision of the constitution of China (4 December
1982), and the general principles of the civil law of the PRC (12 April 1986),
each of which are fundamental enactments in the legal framework of the PRC.
The discussion period before these were made law spanned many months.'
To avert the suggestions of ulterior haste, the government would have it-that
the law of assembly was a long time in the making, prior to the publication of
the draft. As claimed by one commentator, 'the 'Law of the People's Republic
of China on Assembly, Procession and Demonstration' originated as early as
1979.'" If this is so, then it also could be regarded as the only legislation in the
history of the PRC which required ten years gestation.
According to Huang Fang, State Councillor and (then) Minister for Public
Security (since 1979), the law of assembly took shape through the meetings of
the legal system committee of the NPC Standing Committee:
Several drafts were made by the Ministry of Public Security Bureau in 1982, then in 1985 a
draft entitled the citizen's assembly, procession and demonstration draft was tabled for
discussion. This was then amended to the assembly, procession, demonstration (draft)...
Based on this draft, seventeen provinces and municipalities have announced their
regulations on assembly, procession and demonstration 5 ... In June 1988, the Ministry of
Public Security gathered experience from these provinces and municipalities, revised the
draft and submitted it to the State Council for examination. From June 1988 to June 1989,
the State Council invited comments from various organizations in the country including
the national political consultancy council, civilian organizations, colleges and the
universities in Beijing, departments of the State Council, and political and legal
departments of the central government. Based on their comments, as well as a comparison
of similar legislation overseas, the draft was revised and reweritten.6
Huang explained that 'the draft tabled here (that is, before the NPC
Standing Committee) for discussion and approval, already has reflected the
demands of the general public. It is a complilation of China's practical
experience in the past and corresponds to the present situation of China'.'
From such official explanations, one might imagine that the final draft
would emerge in a complete and consensual form, requiring little future
debate and revision before it would be made law. Only the minimum
legislative formalities should stand in the way of its promulgation. Bearing in
mind the normal transition of bill to law in China, it would have been fair to
expect that at least the basic contents, philosophies and objectives of the draft
would eventually find expression in law.' However, as foreshadowed earlier, if
even a superficial comparsion is made between the draft, and the law of
assembly the following divergence becomes apparent:9
(i) the fundamental contents and philosophy of the draft have been changed;
(ii) the number of articles which comprise the law was expanded from twenty-
four to thirty-six. 0 . New headings and sub-headings have been inserted, which
redirect the emphasis of the legislation.
We are interested to speculate on why the law of assembly in the PRC is such
a stranger to its final draft. What was wrong with the product of a decade of
alleged consultation at all levels of the national interest? If the draft required
such comparatively radical changes before it was fit for enactment, then why
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did the government move through the final legislative stage in the minimum
time permitted? What prevented the government from allowing the final
change to run the usual sedate course which was the case with other significant
pieces of legislation?
NOVEL LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
The draft was released for public comment on 7 July 1989, a little over a month
after the Tiananmen Square massacre. Apart from publishing the draft in a
nationwide newspaper, the government also produced in August, through the
Law Publishing House in Beijing, a small booklet on the draft. This presented
the draft in detail and compared it with similar legislation overseas. Eighty
thousand copies were produced." Indicative of the government's haste is the
requirement (stated on page 17 of the booklet) that comments and opinions
from the general public should be submitted before 10 August 1989!
Appreciating the normal delays involved in circulating a publication from
Beijing throughout the provinces of China, some citizens must have had little
time to consider its contents, that is, providing that they were amongst the one
in approximately eleven thousand Chinese it actually might have reached.
A further issue which argued for a suitable discussion period was the
attempt in the booklet to suggest, through an international comparison, that
the Chinese government was not out of step with the rest of the world when it
came to the legislative regulation of collective public dissent.
In terms of the revolutionary tradition of the PRC, any substantive controls
on the people's 'right' to demonstrate would be appreciated by the citizenry as
a major legislative incursion. The government appreciated that, through this
law, they were significantly affecting the potential for public protest, and the
consequential obligation on the state to facilitate this, which had been
guaranteed in all but the last two versions of the Chinese constitution. 2
However the official discourse which surrounded this legislation would have it
that the law of assembly was merely protecting and guaranteeing this
constitutional 'right', rather than limiting it.
The draft law of assembly was released during the sensitive period of
political isolation for the Chinese government, which followed on from the
repression of 4 June. In combination, its twenty-four articles effectively
removed the citizen's 'rights' (in principle at least) to free public protest
through assembly, procession and demonstration, by interposing a variety of
administrative procedures governing proscription of venue, application,
approval, and review. The eventual law, on the other hand, has softened this
consequence by its attempts at 'democratizing' the process. For example, article
13 of the law provides appeal procedures following a refusal of any application,
and article 9 waives the requirement for application and approval prior to
assembly in cases where actions which would later be approved were both
urgent and necessary. No such alternatives were envisaged at the draft stage.
It would be incorrect to suggest that the law has re-established the
constitutional 'right' to protest, unfettered. The public security organs, for
instance, have obtained absolute power to cancel the activities and detain any
participants or organizers (article 25 (3)). In addition, the law has expanded
the category of areas designated as 'off limits' to public assemblies and
demonstrations (article 23). However, any new restrictions contained in the
law are more subtly presented, and balanced by a sophistication of the draft
limitations, both in language and result.
1. Expanding Legislative Impact
Article 8 of the law of assembly expands its legislative impact by imposing
responsibility on the organizers of the protest, in addition to the organization
of which they are members: 'the responsible personnel for the assembly,
procession or demonstration has to submit an application five days in advance
to the controlling organization (Central Adminstrative Office).'
Article 4 of the draft stipulates that 'the controlling organizations of
assemblies, processions and demonstrations under the People's Government
are provincial, municipal and city Public Security Bureaux where the
assembly, procession and demonstration take place.' Article 6 of the law
mirrors this qualification. The draft also contains specific provisions
prohibiting the participation of certain occupations in demonstrations
without the permission of their work unit.
The Chinese character used for 'controlling organization' in both the draft
and final versions of the law is the same and it also has the potential to be
translated as 'chief administrative office'. We would propose the latter
construction for the law beyond that which is appropriate in article 6. The
representation of the organs with authority to oversee public protest in
Chapter II of the law ('Application for and Approval of Assembly, Procession
and Demonstration') could be interpreted as relating more generally to any
central administration office outside public security organs identified in the
draft. Such offices could exist at all levels of public administration and may well
include organs of government which are not otherwise responsible for public
order. Depending on the functions and responsiblities of such offices, and their
independent areas of interest, this supervisory role over public protest might
lead to conflicts of interest. The controlling organization may in fact be a state
body of which the 'responsible personnel' is a member. It would be fair to
assume that any such organization would carefully scrutinize attempts by its
individual members to organize a public protest for which it, along with any
such individuals, could be made responsible. This first line of approval is then
an internal matter within the normal decision-making province of such
organizations, and yet it is a more immediate potential barrier in the process of
approval. It is our opinion that the government's intention behind what might
appear to be little more than linguistic hair-splitting is to mask a significant
interpretation of the law. Through generalizing the institutions of approval
and rejection beyond the Public Security Bureau 'controlling organization',
the law makes more convenient the exercise of the citizen's regulated rights,
while at the same time focussing down the processes for monitoring public
protest.
The broader notion of central administrative office than that which is
presented by the Public Security Bureau could lead to expansive and localized
levels of potential regulatory control. It would encapsulate all immediate
supervisory bodies of the state, at work unit level, as well as other local
institutions of surveillance such as the neighbourhood committees, and even
the party secretaries within each enterprise. If this interpretation is fair, then
the government, while seeming to soften its regulatory source, is in fact
spreading the authority for approving assemblies, and so on, as well as their
supervision and monitoring, down and out to the basic units of state
organization. This would reveal the desired scope of this legislation as well as
the delicacy of its creation and portrayal.
2. A Game of 'Give and Take'
The law of assembly is a game of 'give and take' on more than the issue alone
of where the power to approve protest rests. Through its careful drafting, the
law appears to offer power to levels of administration closer, and more
accessible, to the people, while stopping short of ensuring enforceable rights
which such authorities must individually recognize. Article 8 seems to
establish a 'right' to make application, which is heavily circumscribed, for
example, considering the impact of the date, time, place, and nature of the
proposed activity:
To hold an assembly, procession, or demonstration there must be a responsible person....
the responsible person should submit a written application to the chief administration
office five days in advance. The letter of obligation should list the purpose, method,
slogans, words to be uttered, number of participants, number of vehicles, types and
quantity of sound equipment to be used, commencing and finishing time (including places
of gathering and dispersal), routes, and name, address and occupation of the responsible
person.
In article 10 negotiation is mentioned as one of the procedures through which
activities might eventually be suspended. Article 27 (3) gives the police
unlimited power to call off public protests, and arrest those who wish to
demonstrate, assemble or process in the face of administrative prohibitions.
3. Legitimizing Regulation and Prosecution
The law of assembly provides the government with detailed legislative
legitimacy for the regulation and prosecution of those who wish to protest
outside the limited opportunities which are officially sanctioned.- More than
was the case with the draft, the wording of the law in many significant
instances resembles comparable legislative instruments which operate to
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control public assembly in the west. It is obvious that this law is presented as
an answer to the criticisms of the United States in particular, that the military
supression of public dissent by the Chinese government is unacceptable unless
it is used to enforce formal legality.
SPECULATION ON THE RECOURSE TO LEGALISM
The importance of appearing to address western concern about the violation
of civil rights, and their protection through the 'rule of law', should not be
underplayed when speculating on the motivations behind the assembly law in
the PRC. Between the time of the draft's circulation, and the promulgation of
this law, several official statements eminated from the Chinese government
which would endorse this view. For example, on 29 September 1989, China's
Minister for Foreign Affairs gave a speech in which he canvassed the
improvement of Sino-United States relations. The 'proof' of the shift from
military to legal regulation seemed to be provided when one day before the law
came into force, the Beijing Municipal Government, and the commanding
officer of the troops who had occupied Tiananmen Square since the 4 June
massacre, jointly announced the retreat of the army from the centre of the
capital from the 1 November. The government, through such a symbolic
action, wished to indicate its confidence in the provisions of the law first to
control any future public unrest. Interestingly a similar symbolic power shift
preceded the introduction of earlier legislation which is part of the assembly
law 'package'. The law of the PRC on the protection of military installations,13
and the law of the PRC on neighbourhood assistance committees 14 were given
force on 26 December 1989, the day after the lifting of martial law in Beijing.
Regardless of any particular motive on behalf of the Chinese government
for the significant transition of the law of assembly, it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that their efforts were influenced by a desire to seek the 'legitimacy'
of western formal legalism. The constitutional language of this law, the shift
from the draft stipulations for rigid bureaucratic structures of approval in
favour of broad community controls, and the ascription to regulation for the
protection of citizen's rights, represent the culmination of a political process
which would distance the government from the excesses of its military
response to public protest. The strange passage of the law of assembly not only
reveals the utility of legality in shoring-up political legitimacy, but more
specifically, it highlights the manipulation of the legislative process in China
for more than the local concerns of government.
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